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Ricky Montilla

Ricky Montilla was inspired to begin painting after seeing the work 
of legendary Filipino artist Fernando Amorsolo. He studied Fine Arts 

in Manila, where he gradually introduced realism into his impressionist 
paintings. Today, Montilla considers his style to be a hybrid of the two.

His paintings often feature figures, flowers, ducks, and swans, though lately 
his attention has turned to koi. For Montilla, every day spent painting is a 
day of learning. “I spend quality time with my brushes,” he says. “I know there 
are new color harmonies, new techniques, and compositions waiting to be 
discovered and applied.” A skilled oil painter, Montilla is especially good at 
capturing light. As for his motivation, Montilla says, “I owe everything to 
God and my family who inspire me to radiate artistry.”

agora-gallery.com/artistpage/Ricky_Montilla.aspx

Transition    Oil on Canvas    54” x 60”

GEDDA

French artist GEDDA began her career by drawing black and white 
images, but soon transitioned to oil on canvas, always mixing 

figurative imagery with abstraction.  In the 1990s, she started to go 
fully abstract, working exclusively with oil and experimenting with 
thicker layers of paint. Becoming more interested in transparency, 
GEDDA decided to paint on a clear medium, eventually settling on 
plexiglass, which she describes as “a very promising medium,” and 
which she has been using for the past decade.

By frequently painting both sides of the plexiglass, GEDDA is able 
to enhance the colors’ deepness and light, giving each piece added 
dimension. GEDDA’s paintings are alluring and mystical, plunging 
into watery depths and whirling through outer space, true heirs to 
the tradition of lyrical abstraction.

agora-gallery.com/artistpage/GEDDA.aspx

Williams Gonzalez

Williams Gonzalez is a second-generation blacksmith, and his cool iron 
sculptures are elaborate, surreal and slender in form. Gonzalez has a signature, 

unmistakable personality in his works: sinuous lines sprawl and reach from the focal 
point of each sculpture, seemingly malleable in spite of the strong, fierce properties 
of their metal. Whether fantastical human figures or otherworldly trees and beasts, 
his pieces are indicative of Gonzalez's endless imagination. Working directly with 
the iron, Gonzalez sculpts phantasms: dream-like celebrations of earth and creation.

Gonzalez was trained as a blacksmith by his father when he was sixteen, and used 
these technical skills both in his professional life and to pursue his artistic vision. He 
has exhibited his iron treasures in South and North America, and he lives and works 
in Montevideo, Uruguay.

esculturasenhierro.jimdo.com
agora-gallery.com/artistpage/Williams_Gonzalez.aspx

Vieja Naturaleza    Iron    9” x 14” x 14”

Fleur de Lune   Oil & Resin on Plexiglass   41” x 41”
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